INVENTORY REDUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT IN MATERIAL STORAGE & HANDLING WITH THE USE OF LEAN PRACTICES
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Abstract— This paper focus on material feeding of hardware kitting which is going to be applied in industry. With the principle of hardware kitting the location of hardware on Kanban rack can be removed and they will be available in kits. By this research and implementation this alternative in industry we can save time and that time can be utilize somewhere else. Today in this competitive world where the demand for each product or current manufactured product is very high, so small issues are too important. Continuous material supply will increase our inventory value, time will be more for operators to work on and searching time will be increased. This research is done by collected data physically by visiting each work stations for different product specifications. Each and every objective in this research will be useful for better industrial solution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In today’s world every company look for their high production and according to their production how their production is satisfying their customers by improving their their delivery. For achieving this they need keep their cost and prices low as compared to others, but their profit should be increased. Lean concept help companies not only to keep proper arrangements but also help them to combine the improvement in production, proper utilization in operational and commercial aspects and manage the continuous production. Kitting is practiced as a method of materials feeding among others such as continuous supply, batching and sequencing. The practice of looking for same type of hardware required in equal number in each product specification can be made into kits and this kits can be used at different workstation to less down the working time. Rather than bring different hardware by workers on work station, the kits will be brought to the workstation by supplier by kitting it from his own responsibility as per our purchase order. The box will be provided to him as per our work stations with number of hardware according to it. One reason for combining kitting with continuous supply is to achieve the space savings at the assembly stations, associated with kitting, while at the same time not having to spend more time for unnecessary packing of parts into kits.

II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

- To prepare hardware kit resulting in reduction of storage space, inventory, mismatch, pilferage.
- To identify potential items/assembly and offload assembly work to suppliers to improve throughout time.
- To implement JIT supplies, to ensure seamless supplies, reduced inventory and storage space reduction.
- To reduce stock levels resulting in storage pallet optimization and implementation of trolley for bulky material.
- To improve store aesthetics by using uniform pallets, bins and identification sticker.
- To use QR code stickers for outdoor fabrication to reduce environmental impact and to have better traceability in value chain.

III. BACKGROUND AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The objective is to use the method to demonstrate how lean manufacturing principles when used correctly, can help the industry to low down the rate of waste elimination, increase productivity and quality of product, reduce lead time and obtain better overall financial and operational control. The reduction in stock levels and pallet optimization are necessary
for improvement in stores. There are lots of problem regarding sub assembly kits. The parts are coming to work stations separately by this we are experiencing a lot of wastage in time as the worker firstly have to assemble sub part and then he can fix it in main assembly. There are also issues regarding hardware kitting as each hardware is coming from different supplier and lot of space is acquired by that hardware on shop floor.

IV. HYPOTHESIS

- Kitting is very beneficial for manufacturing industry to save their working time.
- H0: There is no association between lean practices and improvement in material storage.
- H1: There is association between lean practices and improvement in material storage.
- Sub assembly kits will save the throughout time at each work stations.
- H0: There is no association between making sub assembly kits for saving throughout time.
- H1: There is association between making sub assembly kits for saving throughout time.
- Implementation of JIT will ensure seamless supplies, reduce inventory and storage space reduction.
- H0: There is no association between implementing JIT and reduction in inventory with storage space.
- H1: There is association between implementing JIT and reduction in inventory with storage space.
- Improvement of store can be done by improving store aesthetics and pallet optimization.
- H0: There is no relation between aesthetics, pallet optimization and improvement in stores.
- H1: There is relation between aesthetics, pallet optimization and improvement in stores.
- QR code stickers will reduce environmental impact and will have better traceability.
- H0: There is no association with QR code application for reduction in environmental impact with better traceability.
- H1: There is association with QR code application for reduction in environmental impact with better traceability.

V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A) Type of research
- This minor research will be qualitative as well as quantitative. Exploratory research design is used.

B) Method of study
- Secondary and primary data collection methods used to collect the data.
- Primary data is collected by visiting several work stations and Kanban rack for collection of various information regarding different components used for assembly of breakers.
- Data Analysis is done by sorting maximum component required, minimum component required and by taking their difference. We will make the kits for maximum component required.

C) Research Design
- Secondary data is collected through websites, research papers and ABB website.
- Primary data is collected by visiting several work stations and Kanban rack for collection of various information regarding different components used for assembly of breakers.
- Data Analysis is done by sorting maximum component required, minimum component required and by taking their difference. We will make the kits for maximum component required.

D) Data collection methods and instruments
- Observing and recording data by visiting manufacturing work stations.
- Collection of data with close ended methods (face to face interviews, CAPI, etc.)

Face to face interviews
- Face to face interviews with workers at each work station for asking them about information regarding hardware requirement. I have asked one worker to collect one piece of each hardware from each of the work station and collected information about it from Kanban rack. The main advantage behind this was, we find correct information about each PS by collecting data physically and disadvantage was that it takes much more time to collect that information and there was disturbance in their continuous work.

Computer Assisted Personal Interviewing (CAPI)
- It is the form of personal interviewing, but instead of filling a questionnaire, the interviewer bring his laptop along with him and fill data there itself by asking that specific person. The interviewer fill all data in database and which will be further beneficial to them. It is very good rather than filling hundreds of questionnaire. This type of interview technique is very expensive and the interviewer must know how to use database and other computer skills.
VI. IMPORTANCE OF RESEARCH

- This all improving methods are very beneficial for company to increase their productivity. This will increase their efficiency to work. It will help in easy counting. It will help in reducing handling time.
- There is lot of issues regarding mismatching of components or hardware, this research will enable a way to reduce the mismatching issues. The factory space should be well utilized and such methods should be implemented that will reduce space on shop floor and that space would be taken by some other important projects. They are planning to implement a project related to hardware kitting, by which there will be space reduction of approximately 20sq.mtr. By this inventory counting will be very easy.
- Sub assembly kits are prepared, in which separate components will be kit together and with the help of time study we noticed that the time required is less than before it was calculated.
- Implementation of JIT will be very beneficial for the organization as it reduce the inventory to be stored. The inventory will remain with the suppliers and it will be available directly when demanded.
- The store will be well maintained, as its stored related aesthetics will be improved. So that the stickers pasted will look similar on the pallets and will be easy for workers to identify the material in it.

VII. CONCLUSION

- Hardware kits are prepared by which we can save time at line location.
- Sub assembly kits are prepared by which we can save assembly time required for pre assemble the hardware.
- Stickers on the pallets are stick by which their will easy identification for workers to know which material is put in that specific pallet.
- QR code for each finished product will be very effective to know the PS (product specification) where it is manufactured, where its service can be done.
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